Dispatch is better
with the Cloud.

AdvanceDispatch is the industry’s ONLY 100%
cloud-based solution speciﬁcally designed for EMS
companies to become faster, work smarter and achieve
better cost efﬁciency. Using our computer-aided
dispatch (CAD) you'll get the most out of every mile and
minute by precisely orchestrating every aspect of your
response – from scheduling, to routes, to protocol in one
intuitive system.
And better yet, the ﬂexibility of the cloud lets you enjoy
all of these industry-leading features on any device from
anywhere with an Internet connection.

AdvanceDispatch Benefits
GPS, Fleet Management
& Crew Portal
Strategically allot resources based on ﬂeet location with the
Nearest Unit feature, while gaining real-time visibility into
vehicle location, routing, trafﬁc, and mileage calculations
with GPS vehicle tracking. AdvanceDispatch navigation and
ﬂeet management tools increase accountability and improve
communication between dispatchers and crews, while the
interface allows crews to manage and timestamp their trips.

Mobile Data Interface
Connect ofﬁcers, supervisors and dispatch personnel to call
details via our web-based interface, accessible on any
device from anywhere with an Internet connection. The
interface enables the dispatcher to push multiple calls
without the need for radio communications, keeps
pertinent call details readily available, and enables unit
status updates with the push of a button.

Multi-Channel
Communication

Scheduling
The Dispatch Command Form enables you to assign, publish,
and timestamp trips, while with the Facility Scheduling Portal
your customers are able to instantly request transports. Our
platform also allows you to schedule emergency, inter-facility
or recurring transports, and build and share your daily
dispatch schedule with crews.

With two-way trigger-based communication and SMS
and voice notiﬁcations, our multi-channel communication
allows you to communicate patient-appointment
reminders and crew-activation notices to keep dispatch,
ﬁeld staff, patients and facility aligned.
See back for more beneﬁts
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Benefits

Active911
Active911 integration provides responders with the most
reliable information prior to dispatch and in real-time while
they’re on route, enabling them to make informed decisions
at the most critical moments.

AVL Integration
Enhance visibility and accelerate response times by
integrating TomTom Telematics or your preferred AVL
provider. This partnership enables you to dispatch
units based on ﬂeet location, providing accurate
mileage calculations and real-time ETA updates. From
one central hub you’ll also optimize workforce
scheduling, efﬁciently manage forms, and track
certiﬁcation with customizable alerts.

EMS is better
with the Cloud.

MP Cloud Technologies delivers the industry’s only
fully-hosted, cloud-based software for end-to-end
patient-cycle management, supporting private and
municipal EMS providers all throughout the United
States.
See how our unique features can all work together to
make your life better with a free, no obligation demo –
don’t hesitate to contact us today.
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